
Critical praise for

JOHN PAUL WHITE’S
THE HURTING KIND

“‘The Long Way Home’ finds White 
doing what he’s always done best: 

make roots music that draws a line 
between melody and melancholy.”

“‘The Long Way Home’ [is]  
a bright, muscular track.”

“[‘My Dreams Have All Come  
True’ is] a lushly arranged waltz... 
the tremolo guitar and sweeping 

strings pack plenty of punch, but it’s 
White’s top-shelf voice—particularly 

his high notes during the chorus—that 
delivers the knockout blow.”

“a confident departure from  
the haunting quietness of  

[White’s] previous albums”
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“[‘The Long Way Home’] finds 
White...bolstered by acoustic  

guitar and a rich, epic vocal line.”

“[‘The Long Way Home’] is a 
 magnificent tearjerker...White 

introduced the song with a boast 
any artistically inclined parent  
will understand: ‘I want to do a 
song for you now that I’m really 
happy to say makes my kids cry.’ 

But ‘The Long Way Home’ taps into 
greater universal truths than that, 
capturing the way even our most 
ambitious pursuits can feel like a 

mere stepping stone to the  
comfort of the everyday.”

“Songs that deliver intense 
emotion with soaring melodies, 
great vocals and shrewd lyrics 

that turn cliches inside out with 
startling results...[White’s] singing 
suggests greats like Marty Robbins 
and Roy Orbison while his stellar 
songwriting allows him to easily 

soar over the high bar those artists 
have set.”

“The artist’s message, vocals  
and distinctive instrumentation 
make for a noteworthy, welcome 

glimpse into the album.”

“On John Paul White’s new album, The Hurting 
Kind, violins weep and pedal steel guitar swoons. 

Throw in the singer’s powerful voice—which, 
like Roy Orbison’s, rises from a croon to a cry—

and you’re transported to another time, when 
Music Row was ruled by unabashedly gorgeous 

melodies and tales of heartbreak.”

“[The Hurting Kind is] big  
and celebratory.”

“White has found his sweet 
spot in the downhome elegance 

of Nashville’s golden age.”
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“White is reaching toward an  
orchestral countrypolitan sound.”

“The disc displays [White’s] gift for 
weaving melody and melancholy.” 

“Countrypolitan crooning  
fits former Civil Wars singer  

like a Nudie Cohn suit.”

“[The Hurting Kind] should zoom  
[White] into the company of Jason  

Isbell and Sturgill Simpson as royalty  
of country-music outsiders.”

“White’s songs...quake  
with emotion. He’s making  

fearless solo music.”

“exciting and daunting”

“[‘I Wish I Could Write  
You A Song’ is] a beautiful  

new love song.”

“Singer/songwriter John Paul White 
crashes the classic country gates  

with his Roy Orbison-infused new  
album, The Hurting Kind.”

“stunning...guided  
by enormous vocals”

“White’s finest moment thus far.”


